
The Nevada team also purchased with some of their
extra funds some booth supplies so they can attend
in-person community events in the coming year. 

Momentum...stay tuned

Nevada State Team
2020-2022 

The Nevada team paid an intern to 
expand on the AAP list and add aditional
pediatric and PCP clinics to the list.

MOU with Intern... 2021

The Nevada team had a virtual
booth at the NV AAP Meeting
in October of 2020. As part of
their attendance at this
meeting they received a
participant list  which would
form the basis of their
outreach in Year 5.

1,000 Red Flags 4 Genetics  handouts
were purchased by the Nevada team for
distribution with the magnets.

The Nevada team updated their
website in 2022 to feature their
Genetic Navigator: Hannah.

State Team Webpage

The Nevada team paid the same intern they had in
2021 to return in  2022 to expand the list of
providers in NV to include more from the Reno area
and around the state.

Year 5: 2021-2022

Hannah Barnhart (2020-2021)
Yasmine Adem (2020-2021)

Nik Rashid (2021-2022)
Vickie Ives(2021-present)

2020-2022 Co-Leads

Year 4: 2020-2021

All about the

www.MountainStatesGenetics.org/Nevada

Nevada Genetic Resource Magnet
The Nevada team paid an intern to 
expand on the AAP list and add aditional
pediatric and PCP clinics to the list.

1,000
MOU with Intern... 2021

80
The Nevada team with an MOU
with their Genetic  Navigator,
Hannah, created a cover letter
with a QR code survey, compiled
genetic & partner resources and
mailed these to 80 PCP in Nevada
via flat rate envelopes. 

Nevada Mailing

envelopes

http://www.mountainstatesgenetics.org/nevada


2022-2024 

Half of the Nevada team year 6 funds were
used for assisting the Genetic Navigator
with travel expenses to hold 4 Genetic
Connections Workshop for Early
Intervention professionals (2 in Las Vegas, 1
in Reno and 1 in Carson City).

Genetic Connections State Wide Training

Nevada State Team:
Part 2

Going into grant year 7 the Nevada
team plans to  gather feedback in
survey format from the physician
offices that resource mailers were
sent to during grant year 5 as well
as Genetic Connections training
contacts.  

Year 7: 2023-2024

Vickie Ives(2021-present)
Debra Vigil (2022-2023)

2022-2024 Co-Leads

Year 6: 2022-2023

All about the

Nevada Pediatrics Grand Rounds
The Nevada team spearheaded a Pediatric
grand rounds at University of Nevada Reno
School of Medicine and provided an
honorarium to have a family speaker present at
the event alongside the physician speaker.

The Nevada  team  plans to use
their funds for an intern to
follow up with a survey to
pediatric and Early Intervention
contacts. 

Intern

The Nevada team recruited 5
clinics to the Time 4 Genetics
Initiative to educate primary
care providers in their state. 

Time 4 Genetics

Survey and Evaluations


